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Information Theoretic Bounds for Distributed Computation Over Networks of Point-to-Point Channels
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Abstract—A network of nodes communicate via point-to-point memoryless independent noisy channels. Each node has some real-valued initial measurement or message. The goal of each of the nodes is to acquire an estimate of a given function of all the initial measurements in the network. As the main contribution of this paper, a lower bound on computation time is derived. This bound must be satisfied by any algorithm used by the nodes to communicate and compute, so that the mean-square error in the nodes’ estimate is within a given interval around zero. The derivation utilizes information theoretic inequalities reminiscent of those used in rate distortion theory along with a novel “perturbation” technique so as to be broadly applicable. To understand the tightness of the bound, a specific scenario is considered. Nodes are required to learn a linear combination of the initial values in the network while communicating over erasure channels. A distributed quantized algorithm is developed, and it is shown that the computation time essentially scales as implied by the lower bound. In particular, the computation time depends reciprocally on “conductance”, which is a property of the network that captures the information-flow bottleneck. As a by-product, this leads to a quantized algorithm, for computing separable functions in a network, with minimal computation time.

Index Terms—Computation time, conductance, distributed computing, noisy networks, quantized summation.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a network of nodes communicating via a network of point-to-point memoryless independent noisy channels. Each node has a single real-valued initial measurement or message. The goal of each of the nodes is to acquire an estimate of a given function of all the initial measurements in the network.

We seek to understand the limitations imposed by the communication constraints on the nodes’ performance in computing the desired function. The performance is measured by the mean-square error in the nodes’ estimates of the desired function. The communication constraints consist of: 1) the topology of the network, that is, the connectivity of the nodes and 2) the noisy channels between nodes that communicate. In order to capture the limitation due to the communication constraints, we assume that the nodes have unlimited computation capability. Each node can perform any amount of computation as well as encoding and decoding for communication.

As we discuss below, the formulation of Section II is not the typical information theoretic formulation for networks. Our setup is more similar to certain distributed computation formulations. Still, we use information theoretic inequalities to derive lower bounds on information exchange between nodes necessary for the mean-square error in the nodes’ estimates to converge to zero.

Both our technique and results are different from those of the distributed computation results. In Section V, we derive a lower bound on computation time that must be satisfied by any algorithm used by the nodes to communicate and compute, so that the mean-square error in the nodes’ estimates is within a given interval around zero. The bound is in terms of the channel capacities, the size of the desired interval, and the uncertainty in the function to be computed. To obtain this bound, we develop a novel “perturbation” technique as explained in Section V-C. This allows us to apply our method to obtain non-trivial lower bound for any functional computation setup.

Our lower bound is a universal lower bound that holds for any causal distributed algorithm that can be used by the nodes to attain their goal of function computation. We make minimal assumptions on how a node encodes messages sent over the channels or decodes messages received via the channels. Furthermore, we make minimal restrictions on how the node uses the information it possesses to compute or update its estimate. Essentially, we only require that the encoders, decoders, and estimators are measurable and causal mappings, the output depends only the node’s initial measurement and the messages received in the past.

As a result, our lower bound provides a means to assess the optimality of distributed causal computation algorithms. No algorithm can achieve a desired mean-square error in a computation time that is smaller than the lower bound. This limitation is due to the distributed nature of the algorithm, specifically, the need to communicate with nodes via a network of noisy point-to-point channels. Therefore, any algorithm that has a computation time that is equal to the lower bound is an optimal distributed algorithm for the given network topology. We illustrate this in the remainder of the paper for a scenario where nodes are required to learn a linear combination of the initial...
values in the network while communicating over block erasure channels.

In Section VI, we consider a scenario where nodes are required to learn a linear combination of the initial values. Our lower bound suggests that in this scenario, the computation time depends reciprocally on a “conductance-like” term. This term is equal to “conductance” when the channel from node $i$ to node $j$ has the same capacity as the channel from node $j$ to node $i$. Conductance essentially captures the information-flow bottleneck that arises due to topology and channel capacities. The more severe the communication limitations, the smaller the conductance. When nodes communicate over erasure channels, our conductance is identical to the graph-theoretic conductance that arises in the analysis of mixing times in Markov chains.

To establish the tightness of our lower bound, we derive a formula for computation linear combination of the initial values when nodes communicate over block erasure channels. For this formula, the computation time matches the lower bound. The algorithm that we describe here can in fact be more generally used for distributed computation of separable functions, a special case of which is the sum. The desired function, a sum, is simple, and the algorithm that we describe has computational demands that are not severe. So, the time until the performance criterion is met using this algorithm is primarily constrained by the limitations on communication.

Indeed, we show that the upper bound, on the time until this algorithm guarantees the performance criterion, depends reciprocally on conductance. Hence, we conclude that the lower bound we derive using information theoretic analysis is tight in capturing the limitations due to the network topology. Alternatively, one can interpret this tightness as the fact that the algorithm we describe here is the fastest with respect to its dependence on the network topology, as quantified by the conductance. Thus, our distributed quantized algorithm answers a question of recent interest on the design of the fastest possible distributed algorithm for separable function computation, for example, in the works on consensus, linear estimation and distributed control.

A. Related Work

Our work has similarities with a vast body of works that can be broadly categorized as distributed computation, signal processing, information theory or control. Our formulation is most similar to some formulations appearing in the distributed computation and signal processing literature. Our approach of finding a lower bound using information theoretic inequalities and demonstrating a bound-achieving algorithm is similar to work in the information theory literature. Our inspiration, for using information theoretic tools on a formulation that is not typical in information theory, comes from a similar approach that appears in the control theory literature. Below, we highlight the difference between our work and some works from the different fields mentioned above.

Our problem formulation is similar to certain formulations in the distributed computation literature, like the distributed averaging and consensus literature. Each node has an initial value, a real number or vector, and needs to exchange data with its neighbors in order to compute a function of the data in the network. Results consist of a suggested algorithm together with an analysis of the algorithm. For example, upper or lower bounds are provided on the time or number of messages exchanged until nodes compute a certain quantity with given accuracy [4], [16], [23]. Or, conditions are provided so that nodes reach agreement asymptotically in the number of algorithm iterations [3], [29], [30]. In the cited work, communication is subject to topological constraints, but perfect when present.

Recent studies explicitly assume imperfect communication of some sort, in addition to the topological constraint of having direct links with neighbors only. For example, in the average consensus problem, all nodes are required to asymptotically agree on the average of all the initial values in the network. In [2] and [31], messages are quantized but transmission is noiseless. In [14], messages are real-valued, but links between nodes may fail probabilistically. In a parameter estimation problem considered in [15], messages are quantized and links may fail probabilistically.

In all of these works, authors assume that each node updates its estimate of the quantity to be computed by linearly combining the previous estimate, received data, and other information that the node possesses. The computation algorithm is analyzed together with the encoding and decoding strategies, such as the suggested quantization scheme. Asymptotic properties, such as convergence to a consensus value, boundedness of mean-square error, or unbiasedness of the estimate are exhibited.

In contrast to the consensus literature, our goal is not for nodes to ultimately agree on the same value. Rather, the goal is for the nodes to compute a function of their measurements with desired accuracy. All nodes need not obtain the same estimate of the function. Our bounds are not asymptotic in the number of algorithm iterations; the accuracy appears explicitly in the bounds on computation time.

Furthermore, to obtain an optimal algorithm for summation over block erasure channels, we do not constrain the node update rule, for the estimate of the sum, to be linear. In fact, when exchanging information, nodes need only keep track of the minimum of received values. So, nodes need not keep track of duplicate messages or sender identity. Another consequence of not limiting our updates to be linear is that the quantization scheme that we propose is relatively simple.

Another perspective is the information theoretic one. Each node has access to a sequence of samples from its source. Alternatively, the node receives data at some bit rate. In classical network information theory, the goal is for nodes to reliably exchange these samples [5]. In [9], the authors derive information theoretic bounds on the number of bits that must be exchanged for nodes communicating via noiseless channels to acquire each other’s data. In [1], the authors consider a point-to-point network of finite-rate noiseless channels. This network connects one set of nodes, the source nodes, to another, the destination nodes. Source nodes need to transmit their data sequences to the destination nodes. The admissible rate region is characterized.

Recent work investigates a variation on these information theoretic formulations. Nodes exchange information for function computation rather than transmission of data. For example, in [25] there is one encoder, a noiseless finite-rate channel and a decoder with side information. The authors determine the compression rate region so that the decoder can obtain a function.
of its side information and the source. In [24], the authors investigate the "computation capacity" region so that a decoder receiving information via a multiple access channel obtains a function of the sources.

Our formulation is different in several ways. For example, for our lower bound for summation, each node has at time zero a single real-valued initial value, that is, infinite bits. Unlike our work, the results in [1], [24], and [25] hold asymptotically in the block length (number of source samples or length of messages sent over the channel, depending on the formulation).

But, like our work, results typically consist of two parts. First, there are lower bounds. These are derived using information theoretic inequalities and properties. Second, there is an algorithm, or proof of existence of an algorithm or code, achieving the lower bound.

Like our work, there is a common message that appropriate processing of data improves performance. As put in [1], "network coding has to be employed to achieve optimality". In [25], for certain functions, the rate region for computation is larger than the rate region for data exchange (equivalently, computing the identity function). That is, for computing certain functions, transmission can be made more efficient than simply transmitting the source. In [24], the authors show that for computation over multi-access channels, codes that utilize joint source-channel strategies outperform strategies which encode the source and channel messages separately. Our optimal algorithm requires that data is processed at nodes as they exchange messages; in particular, a node passes on the minimum of all the messages it receives.

In a similar flavor as our work, [10] and [12] provide an algorithm for computation together with an algorithm-independent lower bound that establishes optimality of the proposed algorithm. In [10], each node in the network has one bit. Nodes broadcast messages to each other via binary symmetric channels. The goal is for a fusion center to compute the parity of all the bits in the network. Gallager proposes an algorithm that can be used while guaranteeing a desired probability of error. He exhibits an upper bound that is a constant multiple of the bits that must be transmitted per node. Recently, it has been shown in [12] that this algorithm is optimal. The authors produce an algorithm-independent lower bound that is of the same order as the upper bound.

Several formulations and results relevant to computation in wireless sensor networks can be found in a detailed survey by Giridhar and Kumar [11].

In summary, our formulation is similar to that of distributed computation, but our approach is similar to that of information theory. We use information theoretic inequalities, reminiscent of those of rate-distortion theory, in a different setting with different objectives. In particular, we have a network of nodes whose objective is to compute a given function of the nodes’ data, rather than to communicate reliably to each other their data. Hence, our results are quite different from results within either of these categories.

We capitalize on Martins’ successful use of information theoretic tools in [17]–[20] to characterize fundamental performance limits of feedback control systems with communication constraints. In our setting, the information theoretic approach captures fundamental performance limitations that arise in the network due to the communication constraints. The derivation of the lower bound is independent of the communication algorithm used by the communication constraints. The derivation of the lower bound is independent of the communication algorithm used by the communication constraints.
a node can communicate with its neighbors. At the end of time-slot $k$, node $i$ uses the information it has received thus far to form an estimate of $Y_i$. We denote this estimate by $\hat{Y}_i(k)$. The estimates of all nodes in the network at the end of time slot $k$ are denoted by the vector $\hat{Y}(k) = [\hat{Y}_1(k), \ldots, \hat{Y}_n(k)]'$. And, the estimates of nodes in set $S$ are denoted by $\hat{Y}_S(k) = [\hat{Y}_1(k), \ldots, \hat{Y}_m(k)]'$. The nodes communicate via point-to-point noisy channels. The network structure is described by a graph, $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of nodes and $E$ is the set of edges, $(i, j)$. If node $i$ communicates with node $j$ via channel with capacity $C_{ij} > 0$, then $(i, j) \in E$. If $(i, j) \notin E$, we set $C_{ij} = 0$. We assume that the graph is connected.

We assume that all channels in the network are independent, memory-less and are operating in discrete-time. For each channel, one channel symbol is sent per unit time. Each node generates an input for its encoder every $\tau$ time units. For simplicity, we assume that $\tau = 1$. Thus, by the end of time $k$, each node has generated its $k$th estimate, $\hat{Y}_i(k)$, based on the $k$ received symbols and its initial value.

### A. Features of the Formulation

Our formulation (and results) are appropriate when high accuracy computation must take place over networks with severe communication constraints. These include cases where

1) channel capacities are diminished, due to loss of transmission power, for example, or;
2) network topology creates information-flow bottlenecks.

### B. Notation

The differential entropy of $Y$ is denoted by $h(Y)$. The mutual information between $X$ and $Y$ is denoted by $I(X; Y)$. Most of the definitions and properties we will need can be found in texts like [5]. When indicated, we will need to use the most general definition of mutual information. It can be used when the random variables are arbitrary ensembles, not necessarily both continuous or both discrete [26, p. 9]. The conditional mutual information is similarly defined; see [26, Ch. 3].

Finally, when the argument in $h(\cdot)$ is a vector of length $n$, for example, $Y = [Y_1, \ldots, Y_n]'$, it is interpreted as the joint differential entropy $h(Y_1, \ldots, Y_n)$. Similarly, when the arguments in $I(\cdot; \cdot)$ are vectors of length $n$, for example $Y$ and $X$, it is to be interpreted as $I(Y_1, \ldots, Y_n; X_1, \ldots, X_n)$.

### III. MAIN RESULTS

This section contains the formal statements of our main results. The first result, stated in Section III-A is a general lower bound on computation time. The second result, stated in Section III-B establishes the tightness of this lower bound in the specific scenario of the distributed computation of a sum. This involves, first, specializing the lower bound of Section III-A to the case where nodes compute a linear combination of the initial values in the network. Second, it involves developing a quantized algorithm for nodes computing the sum while communicating over erasure channels and showing that the computation time of the algorithm matches the lower bound for summation.

#### A. Result I: A General Lower Bound

The first main theorem of this paper provides a lower bound to computation time as a function of the accuracy desired, as specified by the mean-square error, and the uncertainty in the function that nodes must learn, as captured by the differential entropy.

We place few assumptions on how the nodes communicate and compute their estimates. Namely, each node can use only its own initial measurement and past received messages. But, we do not specify how the node makes its computation or exchanges messages. Hence, our lower bound reveals the smallest time that must elapse before it is possible to achieve the performance desired, over all communication and computation schemes that satisfy our assumptions. The necessity of this time elapsing is due to the fact that initial measurements are distributed and communication must occur over a network with a given topology and channel capacities.

Let $V_i^T = \{V_i(1), \ldots, V_i(T)\}$ be the symbols received by the decoder of node $i$ up to time $T$. Then, $\hat{Y}_i(T) = g_i(V_i^T)$. To capture the limitations arising exclusively due to the communication structure, in deriving our lower bound, we assume no limits on the computational capabilities of the nodes, such as limited memory or power. So, we make no assumptions on $g_i$, except that it is a measurable function.

Similarly, the messages that the node communicates with other nodes are a function of the node’s initial condition and messages it has received in the past. Let $U_i^T$ be transmitted by the node $i$ encoder. The message transmitted by $i$ in the $t$th channel use, $U_i(t)$, is a function of the received messages at that node, $V_{i, t}^{t-1}$ and its own data, $X_i$. $U_i(t) = \psi_i(V_{i, t}^{t-1}, X_i)$. We make no assumptions on $\psi_i$, except that it is a measurable function. The notation of this paragraph will not be needed until Appendix A.

We consider two mean-square error criteria. The operator $\|\cdot\|$ is to be interpreted, when the argument is a vector, $Y$, as $\|Y\|^2 = \sum Y_i^2$.

1. $E(\|V_i(T) - Y_i\|^2) \leq \beta 2^{-\alpha}$;
2. $E(\|\hat{Y}_i(k) - Y_i\|^2) \leq 2^{-\alpha}$, for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$; where $\alpha \in \mathbb{R}^+ \setminus \{0\}$.

The first criterion requires that as the number of nodes increases, the per node error is also smaller. It suggests that as the number of nodes, $n$, increases, we require the mean-square errors at each of the nodes, $E(\|\hat{Y}_i(k) - Y_i\|^2$ to decrease like $1/n$. This criterion is appropriate if, for example, the initial values at the nodes are independent and each node is to estimate the average of the initial values in the network. As the number of nodes increases, the variance of the average decreases. In circumstances where this does not happen, the second criterion may be more appropriate.

The “computation time” is the first time at which the desired performance criterion holds. In the first of our main results, we seek a lower bound on the computation time, $T$, that holds if the desired mean-square error criterion, R1 or R2, is satisfied.
Theorem III.1: For the communication network described above, if at time $T$, the mean-square error is in an interval prescribed by $\alpha$, $E(\hat{Y}_{i}(T) - Y_{i})^{2} \leq 2^{-\alpha}$, for every node, then $T$ is lower bounded by

$$T \geq \max_{S \subseteq V} \frac{T(S)}{\sum_{i \in S} \sum_{j \in S} C_{ij}}$$

where $S^{c} = V \setminus S$ and

$$T(S) = h(Y_{i}|X_{S}) - \frac{|S|}{2} \log 2 \pi e + |S| \frac{\alpha}{2}.$$ 

This theorem captures the fact that the larger the uncertainty in the function to be estimated, or the larger the desired accuracy, the longer it must take for any algorithm to converge. Specifically, when the mean-square error decreases exponentially in the accuracy, $\alpha$, the computation time increases linearly in $\alpha$, at best.

B. Result II: An Optimal Summation Algorithm

Here, we consider a specific scenario of the general formulation described in Section II. As before, we have a network of $n$ nodes each having a random initial condition denoted by $X_{i}$. Each node needs to compute the same separable function of the initial values.

Definition III.2: $f : \mathbb{R}^{n} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is separable if there exist functions $f_{1}, \ldots, f_{n}$ such that

$$f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f_{i}(x_{i}).$$

Furthermore, we assume $f \in \mathcal{F}$ where $\mathcal{F}$ is the class of all separable functions with $f_{i}(x_{i}) \geq 1$ for all $x_{i} \in \mathbb{R}$ and $i = 1, \ldots, n$.

Remark: In the algorithm we describe, node $i$ generates samples from an exponential distribution with mean $1/f_{i}(x_{i})$. For the algorithm to work, we must have $f_{i}(x_{i}) > 0$ for all $i$. That is there is a constant $c > 0$ such that for all $i$, $f_{i}(x_{i}) \geq c$. Let $c = 1$. There is no loss of generality. And, this simplifies our expressions where constants do not matter, as our results are $O(\epsilon)$.

We assume that node $i$ can compute $f_{i}(x_{i})$ without communication. Further, we assume that there exists a constant $B$ such that for all $i$, $f_{i}(x_{i}) \in [1, B+1]$, $B > 0$ is a constant and should be treated as a problem parameter.

In what follows, we will assume that $f_{i}(x_{i}) = \beta_{i}x_{i}$. This causes no loss of generality as we have assumed that each node can compute $f_{i}(x_{i})$. So, essentially, we have relabeled $f_{i}(x_{i})/\beta_{i}$ with $x_{i}$.

In terms of our formulation, we have that each node needs to compute the same quantity $Y$, where $Y = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \beta_{j}X_{j}$. Here, we assume that these initial values are distributed independently and uniformly in the interval $[1, B+1]$. The assumption that the distributions are uniform and independent simplifies computations in the derivation of our lower bound for summation.

Let $A$ represent a realization of the initial conditions, $A = \{X_{1} = x_{1}, \ldots, X_{n} = x_{n}\}$. The performance of an algorithm, $\mathcal{AG}$, used by the nodes to compute an estimate of $f(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \beta_{j}x_{j}$ at each node, is measured by the algorithm’s $(\epsilon, \delta)$-computation time, $T_{\epsilon, \delta}^{\text{cmp}}(\epsilon, \delta)$. It is the time until the estimates at all nodes are within a factor of $1 \pm \epsilon$ of $f(x)$, with probability larger than $1 - \delta$. Recall that $\bar{Y}_{i}(k)$ denotes the estimate of node $i$ at the end of time $k$.

Definition III.3: For $\epsilon > 0$ and $\delta \in (0, 1)$, the $(\epsilon, \delta)$-computing time of an algorithm, $\mathcal{AG}$, denoted as $T_{\epsilon, \delta}^{\text{cmp}}(\epsilon, \delta)$ is defined as

$$T_{\epsilon, \delta}^{\text{cmp}}(\epsilon, \delta) = \sup_{\epsilon, \delta} \inf \{k : \mathbb{P}(\bigcup_{i=1}^{n} \{\bar{Y}_{i}(k) \notin [(1 - \epsilon)f(x), (1 + \epsilon)f(x)]\}) \leq \delta \}.$$ 

Here, the probability is taken with respect to $\bar{Y}_{i}(k)$. This is random because nodes communicate over noisy channels.

As before, nodes communicate over noisy channels that are independent and discrete-time memory-less. Besides the assumptions of Section II, we make no additional assumptions about the channels in deriving our lower bound for summation. Additional assumptions will be stated where they are necessary.

The conductance $\Phi(G)$ captures the information bottle-neck in the capacitated graph $G$. It depends on the connectivity or topology of the graph along with the channel magnitude.

Definition III.4 (Conductance): The conductance of a capacitated graph $G$ with edge capacities $C_{ij}$, $(i, j) \in E$ is defined as

$$\Phi(G) = \min_{0 < |S| \leq n/2} \frac{\sum_{i \in S} \sum_{j \in S} C_{ij}}{|S|^2}.$$ 

We use the word “conductance” as it coincides with the notion of conductance or “Cheeger” constant for a Markov chain based on a symmetric and doubly stochastic matrix $P$ on the network graph $G$. We will have more to say about conductance in Section IV.

A Lower Bound for Summation: Consider any algorithm, $\mathcal{AG}$, that guarantees that for any realization of the initial values, with high probability each node has an estimate within $1 \pm \epsilon$ of the true value of $Y$, at time $T$. The information theoretic lower bound maintains that such algorithm must have a computation time, $T = T_{\epsilon, \delta}^{\text{cmp}}(\epsilon, \delta)$, that is inversely proportional to conductance.

Theorem III.5: Nodes communicate in order for each node to compute a linear combination of all initial values in the network. Any algorithm that guarantees that for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$,

$$\mathbb{P}(\bar{Y}_{i}(T) - Y \leq \epsilon Y \mid A) \geq 1 - \delta$$

must have

$$T \geq \frac{1}{\Phi(G)} \log \frac{1}{B e^{2} + \frac{1}{B} + \frac{\epsilon}{\beta} + \kappa \delta},$$

where, $Be^{2} \in \left[0, 1 - \frac{1}{B} - \kappa \delta\right]$, $\kappa$ is a constant, and

$$\Phi(G) = \min_{0 < |S| \leq n/2} \frac{\sum_{i \in S} \sum_{j \in S} C_{ij}}{|S|^2}.$$
If \( C_{ij} = C_{ji} \) then \( \Phi(G) = \Phi(G) \).

Again, the probability in this theorem is taken with respect to the measure on \( \mathcal{Y}_1(T) \), conditional on \( A_1 \), and induced by the randomness due to communication over channels.

**An Upper Bound for an Algorithm for Summation Over Block Erasure Channels:** Next, we provide an algorithm that guarantees, with high probability, the nodes’ estimates are within the desired \( \epsilon \)-error interval around the true value of the sum.

Here, we assume that nodes communicate via block-erasure channels. Specifically, if a node \( i \) sends a channel symbol to node \( j \) then it is successful with probability \( p_{ij} \) independently of everything else. The channel symbol is of length \( \log M \) bits, where we shall decide value \( M \) later. Thus, the effective capacity of the channel between nodes \( i \) and \( j \) is \( C_{ij} = p_{ij} \log M \). We assume that \( p_{ji} = p_{ij} \). Further, we assume that the matrix \( P = [p_{ij}] \) is a doubly stochastic matrix.

We provide an upper bound on our algorithm’s computation time. The computation time is inversely proportional to conductance.

**Theorem III.6:** Suppose that node \( i \) has an initial condition, \( x_i \). There exists a distributed algorithm \( \mathcal{AP}_\mathcal{S} \) by which nodes compute a sum, \( f(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} g_j \), via communication of quantized messages. If each quantized message is \( \log M \) bits and \( \log M = O(\log n) \), the quantization error will be no more than a given \( \gamma = \Theta(1/n) \), and for any \( \varepsilon \in (\gamma f(x), \gamma f(x) + \frac{1}{2}) \) and \( \delta \in (0, 1) \), the computation time of the algorithm will be

\[
T_{\mathcal{AP}_\mathcal{S}}(\varepsilon, \delta) = O \left( \varepsilon^{-2} \log \delta^{-1} \log n \frac{\log n}{\Phi(G)} \right).
\]

So, setting \( \delta = \frac{1}{n^2} \) in the above bound, we have

\[
T_{\mathcal{AP}_\mathcal{S}} \left( \varepsilon, \frac{1}{n^2} \right) = O \left( \varepsilon^{-2} \log^3 n \frac{\log n}{\Phi(G)} \right).
\]

The computation time of this algorithm depends on the network topology, via the conductance of the graph, in the same reciprocal manner manifested by the lower bound. Thus, we conclude that the lower bound is tight in capturing the effect of the network topology on computation time. Conversely, the algorithm’s running time is optimal with respect to its dependence on the network topology, as captured by the conductance.

**IV. Conductance: Capturing the Effect of Topology**

The conductance of a graph, \( \Phi(G) \), is a property that captures the bottleneck of information flow. It depends on the connectivity, or topology, of the graph, and the magnitudes of the channel capacities. The more severe the network constraints, the smaller the conductance. It is also related to time it takes for information to spread in a network; the smaller the conductance, the longer it takes.

\( \Phi(G) \) is related to the standard definition of conductance utilized in Markov chain theory. Specifically, consider a Markov chain with irreducible and aperiodic probability transition matrix \( P \) on the \( n \) nodes of graph \( G \). The \( P \) may not necessarily symmetric or doubly stochastic. It is, however, always stochastic since it is a probability matrix. It is well known that such a Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution \( \pi = [\pi_i] \) (cf. Perron–Frobenius Theorem).

In the context of mixing times of Markov chains, conductance for the above \( P \), \( \Phi(P) \), is defined as

\[
\Phi(P) = \min_{\pi(S) \leq 1/2} \frac{\sum_{i \in S, j \notin S} \pi_i p_{ij}}{\pi(S)}
\]

where \( \pi(S) = \sum_{i \in S} \pi_i \).

For a reversible Markov chain, the conductance is related to the spectral gap \( \lambda \), where \( \lambda = 1 - \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) is the second largest eigenvalue of the transition matrix \( P \). By the Cheeger bound [28]

\[
\frac{1}{2} \Phi^2(P) \leq \lambda \leq 2 \Phi(P).
\]

In general, the \( \Phi(P) \) is used to bound the mixing time of the Markov chain with transition matrix \( P \). Let \( \mathcal{H}(P) \) be the mixing time of the Markov chain, based on the notion of stopping time, then the following is a well-known bound

\[
\Omega \left( \frac{1}{\Phi(P)} \right) = \mathcal{H}(P) = O \left( \frac{\log n}{\Phi^2(P)} \right).
\]

Now, in our setup \( P \) is symmetric and doubly stochastic. In this case the stationary distribution \( \pi \) is uniform. That is, \( \pi_i = 1/n \) for all \( i \). Therefore, the conductance can be simplified to

\[
\Phi(P) = \frac{\min_{0 < |S| < \sqrt{n}} \sum_{i \in S, j \notin S} p_{ij}}{|S|}.
\]

In the case of our \( \log M \)-bit erasure channels, \( \Phi(G) = \Phi(P) \log M \). In this sense, the \( \Phi(G) \) is related to the standard definition of conductance utilized in the context of Markov chain theory. For more details on mixing times of Markov chains see [22] and [28].

**A. Conductance: Two Examples**

Consider two networks, each has \( n \) nodes. We calculate conductance for two extreme cases of connectivity shown in Fig. 1. On the one hand, we have severe topological constraints: a ring graph. Each node may contact only the node on its left or the node on its right. On the other hand, we have a case of virtually no topological constraints: a fully connected graph. Each node may contact every other node in the network.

To compare the conductances for the two topologies, suppose that in both cases, the links from a given node to different nodes are equally weighted. So, for the ring graph, let \( C_{ij} = C = \frac{1}{n} \), for all \( i \neq j \); for the fully connected graph, let \( C_{ij} = C = \frac{1}{n} \), for all \( i \neq j \). Assume that for the ring graph, \( C_{ii} = \frac{1}{n} \). If the channels were erasure channels, this would be the probability

![Fig. 1. Two ways to connect six nodes: a ring graph and a fully connected graph.](image)
that node \( i \) makes contact with no other nodes. For the fully connected graph, let \( C_{ij} = \frac{1}{n} \). So, in both cases, we have that the sum of the capacities of channels leaving a node is 1, \( \sum_j C_{ij} = 1 \).

Using definition III.4 and some straightforward simplifications we have that for the ring, \( \Phi(G) = \frac{1}{n} \). For the fully connected graph we have \( \Phi(G) = \frac{1}{n} \). For two networks with the same number of nodes, the network with the more severe topological constraints has smaller conductance. In general, for a ring graph, we have \( \Phi(G) = O(\frac{1}{n^2}) \), while for a fully connected graph we have \( \Phi(G) = O(1) \).

**Remark:** In both of these examples, conductance scales like the reciprocal of diameter. These examples were chosen to illustrate that conductance does capture the topological properties of the network. In general, however, conductance and diameter are not the same.

Conductance is the natural generalization that captures the information bottleneck. Conductance depends on both channel capacities and topology of the network while diameter is purely topological property. Generally, the channel capacities will cause conductance and diameter to be different.

To illustrate this, consider a complete graph with \( C_{ij} = C_{ji} = 1/n^2 \) instead of \( C_{ij} = C_{ji} = 1/n \) in the above example. In this case, the diameter is still 1 but the reciprocal of conductance will be \( n \). Here, our bound is a much better lower bound than a diameter based lower bound.

More generally, different edges may have different channel capacities, in which case conductance and diameter will again be very different. For example, if only one of the nodes of a complete graph had incident edges with capacities \( 1/n^2 \) while all the rest had capacity \( 1/n \), conductance again evaluates to \( n \). This node creates the information bottleneck in the network, and this is captured by the conductance.

**B. Comparison With Iterative Algorithms**

A popular approach for computing a linear function of the initial values is based on linear iterations. If nodes can communicate real numbers between them in each time instance, the computation time for a linear iterative algorithm based on a doubly stochastic matrix \( P \) is proportional to the mixing time of the matrix, \( \mathcal{H}(P) \). As noted earlier, the mixing time \( \mathcal{H}(P) \), hence computation time of iterative algorithm, is bounded as

\[
\frac{1}{\Phi(P)} \leq \mathcal{H}(P) \leq O\left( \frac{\log n}{\Phi^2(P)} \right).
\]

Therefore, in order to obtain a fast iterative algorithm, \( P \) must have a small mixing time \( \mathcal{H}(P) \). The standard approach of finding such a \( P \) is based on the method of Metropolis and Hastings [18]. This method does indeed yield a symmetric and doubly stochastic \( P \) on \( G \).

For expander graphs, the resulting \( P \) induced by the Metropolis-Hastings method is likely to have \( \Phi(P) = \Theta(1) \). Hence, the mixing time is \( O(\log n) \), and this is essentially the fastest possible mixing time. For example, the \( P \) for a complete graph will be \( P = [1/n] \), and it has \( \Phi(P) = \Theta(1) \). In this case, both our algorithm and the linear-iteration algorithms, based on the Metropolis-Hastings induced \( P \), will have essentially optimal computation time. It should be noted that our algorithm, described later, is quantized. On the other hand, a quantized version of the linear iterative algorithm is far from obvious and subject of recent interest and on-going research. To the best of our knowledge, how to optimally deal with finite-rate constraints in conjunction with the linear iterative updates is an open question.

Certain graph topologies of interest do possess geometry and are far from being expanders. Examples of these graphs include those arising in wireless sensor network deployed in some geographic area [4], [8] or a nearest neighbor network of unmanned vehicles [27]. The simplest example of a graph with geometry is the ring graph that we considered above. The Metropolis-Hastings method will lead to a \( P \) as discussed in Section IV-A. It has \( \Phi(P) = \Theta(1/n) \). But it is known that for this topology, mixing time scales like \( O(n^2) \), at the least. That is, mixing time scales like \( 1/\Phi^2(P) \) and not \( 1/\Phi(P) \). More generally, for any symmetric \( P \), the mixing time is known to be at least \( n^2 \) (e.g., see [4]). Thus, the linear iterative algorithms based on a symmetric \( P \) have computation time that scales like \( n^2 \). In contrast, our quantized algorithm will have computation time that scales with \( n \) (which is \( 1/\Phi(P) \)) for the ring. Now the diameter of the ring graph is \( n \) and no algorithm takes less than \( n \) or no \( P \) can have mixing time smaller than this diameter \( n \).

In general, it can be checked that the diameter of a graph \( G \) is at most \( 1/\Phi(P) \) for any irreducible probability matrix \( P \). For graphs with bounded degree and with geometry, the \( P \) induced by the Metropolis-Hastings method has a diameter that scales like \( 1/\Phi(P) \). By a graph with geometry, we mean a graph with polynomial growth: for any given node, the number of nodes within distance \( r \) from that node scales as \( O(r^d) \) for some fixed constant \( d \). Diaconis and Saloff-Coste [7] have established that for graphs with geometry the mixing time of any symmetric doubly stochastic \( P \) scales like at least \( D^2 \), where \( D \) is the diameter of the graph \( G \). Therefore, linear iterative algorithms will have computation time that scales like \( D^2 \). In contrast, our algorithm will have computation time \( 1/\Phi(P) \) which will be equal to diameter \( D \) for a \( P \) given by the Metropolis-Hastings method.

In summary, our algorithm will provide the best possible computation time scaling with respect to graph structure for both expander graphs and graphs with geometry.

**V. PROOF OF THEOREM III.1**

In this section, we present the proof of Theorem III.1. The core idea is to characterize the information flow between arbitrary “cut-sets” of the network. A cut divides the network into two sets, \( S \) and \( S^c \). Suppose that nodes 1 to \( m \) belong to set \( S \) and nodes \( m + 1 \) to \( n \) belong to set \( S^c \).

So, the estimates of the nodes in set \( S \) at time \( T \) are \( \hat{X}_S(T) = \left[ \hat{X}_1(T) \ldots \hat{X}_m(T) \right] \). The initial conditions of the nodes in sets \( S \) and \( S^c \) are denoted by \( X_S = [X_1 \ldots X_m]^T \) and \( X_{S^c} = [X_{m+1} \ldots X_n]^T \).

The quantity that will play a central role in the proof of Theorem III.1 is the mutual information term, \( I(\hat{X}_S(T); X_S; X_{S^c}) \). This is mutual information between the estimates of the nodes in set \( S \) and the initial conditions of the nodes in set \( S^c \), assuming that all nodes in \( S \) have each other’s initial conditions. Leading
up to the proof of Theorem III.1, we prove 3 lemmas related to $I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S])$.

In the first of our series of lemmas, we bound $I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S])$ from above by the mutual information between the inputs and the outputs of the channels that traverse the cut.

**Lemma V.1:** For a given cut in the network, and corresponding cut-sets $S^c$ and $S$ 

$$I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S]) \leq \sum_{l=1}^T I(V_S(l); U_S(l)[U_S(l)])$$

where $U_{SP}$ is a vector of the variables transmitted by the encoders of the nodes in $S^c$ and $V_S$ is a vector of the variables received via channels by the decoders of the nodes in $S$. The $(l)$ refers to the $l$th channel use.

In the second lemma, we bound from above $I(V_S(l); U_S(l)[U_S(l)])$ by the sum of the capacities of the channels traversing the cut.

**Lemma V.2:** Suppose a network is represented by the graph $G = (V, E)$. The edges of the graph represent channels with positive capacity. If the channels connecting the nodes are memory-less and independent, then

$$I(V_S(l); U_S(l)[U_S(l)]) \leq \sum_{i \in S^c} \sum_{j \in S} C_{ij}.$$

The proof of this lemma makes apparent the value of the conditioning in the mutual information terms. This conditioning is equivalent to assuming that all nodes in $S$ have access to all information that is available at the set of nodes, including information about $X_S$. In this way, we capture the information that is traversing the cut, without including the effect of information exchanged between nodes in the same set.

Finally, in the third lemma, we bound from below the term $I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S])$. We show that this term is bounded from below by the mutual information of the nodes of $S^c$ to the nodes of $S$ in order of the nodes of $S$ to compute their estimates, $I(\hat{Y}_S(T); Y_S[X_S])$. We then bound this from below by an expression that involves the desired performance criterion and the desired function.

For the mean-square error criterion R1, we have the following lemma.

**Lemma V.3:** If $E(||\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i||^2) \leq \beta 2^{-\alpha}$ then 

$$I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S]) \geq L(S)$$

where 

$$L(S) = h(Y_S[X_S]) - \frac{|S|}{2} \log 2\pi e \beta + \frac{|S|}{2} \log |S| + |S|^{\alpha}$$

and, $|S|$ is the size of the set $S$, specifically, $|S| = m$.

The lower bound involves two terms. These are (1) the desired accuracy in the nodes’ estimates, specified by the mean-square error criterion, and (2) the uncertainty in the function to be estimated, $Y_S$, quantified by its differential entropy. The larger the desired accuracy, the larger the $\alpha$ in the mean-square error criterion. This implies a larger lower bound on the information that must be conveyed. Also, the larger the uncertainty in the function to be learned by the nodes in set $S$, the larger the differential entropy term. Hence, the lower bound is larger.

For the mean-square error criterion R2, we have the following corollary.

**Corollary V.4:** If, for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, $E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i)^2 \leq 2^{-\alpha}$, then

$$I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S]) \geq \mathbf{I}(S)$$

where $\mathbf{I}(S) = h(Y_S[X_S]) - \frac{|S|}{2} \log 2\pi e \beta + \frac{|S|}{2} \log |S| + |S|^{\alpha} / 2$.

When, for all $i$, $E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i)^2 \leq 2^{-\alpha}$, we again have a lower bound that depends on the desired accuracy and the uncertainty in the function to be estimated. However, $\mathbf{I}(S)$ is smaller than $L(S)$ due to the weaker error requirement of R2.

The proofs of Lemma V.1 and V.2 are in Appendix A. In the next sections, we prove Lemma V.3 and Corollary V.4. Then, we prove Theorem III.1.

**A. Proof of Lemma V.3 and Corollary V.4**

Recall that the lemma stated that if $E(||\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i||^2) \leq \beta 2^{-\alpha}$ then

$$I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S]) \geq L(S)$$

where

$$L(S) = h(Y_S[X_S]) - \frac{|S|}{2} \log 2\pi e \beta + \frac{|S|}{2} \log |S| + |S|^{\alpha} / 2$$

and, $|S|$ is the size of the set $S$, specifically, $|S| = m$.

We start the proof by observing the following:

$$I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{SP}[X_S]) \geq I(\hat{Y}_S(T); Y_S[X_S])$$

where

a) that is, $I(W; Y, U|U) = I(W; Y|U)$, can be verified by the chain rule for mutual information

$$I(W; Y, U|U) = I(W; Y|U) + I(W; U|U, Y) = I(W; Y|U)$$

because $I(W; U|U, Y) = 0$.

b) follows by the data processing inequality, because $Y_i = f_i(X_i)$.

Second, we obtain a lower bound on $I(\hat{Y}_S(T); Y_S[X_S])$ in terms of the desired mean-square criterion. We have the following series of inequalities:

$$I(\hat{Y}_S(T); Y_S[X_S]) \geq h(Y_S[X_S]) - h(Y_S[\hat{Y}_S(T), X_S])$$

$$= h(Y_S[X_S]) - h(Y_S - \hat{Y}_S(T), \hat{Y}_S(T), X_S)$$

$$\geq h(Y_S[X_S]) - h(Y_S - \hat{Y}_S(T))$$

where (c) follows because conditioning reduces entropy.
Now, because the multivariate Normal maximizes entropy over all distributions with the same covariance
\[ h(\hat{Y}_S(T) - Y_S) \leq \frac{1}{2} \log(2\pi e)^m |Z| \]  
(2)
where, \( Z \) is a covariance matrix whose diagonal elements are \( Z_{ii} = \text{Var}(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i) \), and \( |Z| \) denotes the determinant. Recall that \( S \) is the set containing nodes 1 to \( m \), so it has size \( m \). Also, \( \hat{Y}_S(T) - Y_S \) is a vector of length \( m \). So, \( Z \) is an \( m \) by \( m \) matrix. Now
\[
|Z| \leq \prod_{i=1}^{m} \text{Var}(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i) \\
\leq \prod_{i=1}^{m} E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i)^2 \\
(3)
\]
where the last inequality follows by the assumption of our lemma.

Finally, using (3) and (2), we bound (1) from below and obtain \( L(S) \).

Proof of Corollary V.4: Recall that in this corollary, we had the weaker condition that for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), \( E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i)^2 \leq 2^{-\alpha} \). In this case, we show that we have the smaller lower bound,
\[
L(S) = h(Y_S|X_S) - \frac{|S|}{2} \log 2\pi e + |S|^2 \alpha.
\]
To see this, observe that \( E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i)^2 \leq 2^{-\alpha} \) implies \( E(\text{||}\hat{Y}_S(T) - Y_S||^2) \leq |S|2^{-\alpha} \). So, replacing \( \beta \) in \( L(S) \) of the previous lemma by \( |S| \) yields the desired result.

B. Proof of Theorem III.1
The proof proceeds in several steps. First, as shown in Lemma V.1, for a given cut in the network and corresponding cut-sets \( S^c \) and \( S \)
\[
I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_{S^c}|X_S) \leq \sum_{l=1}^{T} I(V_S(l); U_S(l)|U_S(l))
\]  
(4)
where \( U_S \) is a vector of the variables transmitted by the encoders of the nodes in \( S^c \) and \( V_S \) is a vector of the variables received via channel by the decoders of the nodes in \( S \).

Second, by Lemma V.2, because we have assumed that the channels connecting the nodes are memory-less and independent
\[
I(V_S(l); U_S(l)|U_S(l)) \leq \sum_{i \in S^c, j \in S} C_{ij}.
\]  
(5)
Third, we combine (4) and (5) with Corollary V.4 to obtain
\[
T \geq \frac{L(S)}{\sum_{i \in S^c} \sum_{j \in S} C_{ij}}
\]  
(6)
Finally, we have that
\[
T \geq \max_{S \in V} \frac{L(S)}{\sum_{i \in S^c} \sum_{j \in S} C_{ij}}
\]  
because (6) holds for any cut.

C. A Technical Difficulty and Its Resolution
Making use of the lower bounds derived above involves computing the differential entropy of the random variables to be learned in the network, specifically, \( h(Y_S|X_S) \), where \( Y_S = [Y_1 \ldots Y_m]' \). If the \( Y_i \)'s are different random variables, then the differential entropy term is well-defined. However, if two entries of \( Y \) are the same random variable, for example if both are \( f(X) \), then \( h(Y_S|X_S) \) will be \( -\infty \).

But, our technique and lower bound can still be used in situations where all nodes need to learn the same function of the initial conditions. In order to have a nontrivial lower bound, we modify the problem slightly. We introduce auxiliary random variables associated with the nodes of set \( S^c \), to be learned by nodes in \( S \). This enables us to obtain a nontrivial lower bound for the modified problem. This is also a lower bound for the original problem. By proper choice of the auxiliary random variables, the lower bound of the modified problem can be made as large as possible, and hence the best possible approximation for the lower bound of the original problem. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.

The aforementioned technique will be used in the next section. In the examples below, we demonstrate the computation of \( h(Y_S|X_S) \) when we introduce the auxiliary random variables.

Example V.6 (The Solution): Let nodes \( \{1, \ldots, m\} \), \( m \leq n/2 \), belong to set \( S \), so that \( Y_S = [Y_1 \ldots Y_m]' \). Let \( Y_i = f(X) \) and \( Y_i = f(X) + \epsilon_i \) for \( i \in \{2, \ldots, m\} \). One can think of \( \epsilon_i \) being associated with a node in set \( S^c \), that is, \( j_i \in \{m+1, \ldots, n\} \). So, node \( j_i \)'s initial condition would be \( X_{j_i}, \epsilon_{j_i} \).
Furthermore, we assume that $f$ is separable, meaning $f(X) = f_S(X_S) + f_{S^c}(X_{S^c})$. Finally, we assume that the $X_i$’s and $\epsilon_i$’s are mutually independent. Then

$$h(Y_S|X_S) = h(f_{S^c}(X_{S^c}), f_{S^c}(X_{S^c}) + a_2\epsilon_2, \ldots, f_{S^c}(X_{S^c}) + a_m\epsilon_m|X_S)$$

(a) follows because we have assumed that the $X_i$’s and $\epsilon_i$’s are mutually independent;

(b) follows by the chain rule for differential entropy, and again using the fact that the $X_i$’s and $\epsilon_i$’s are mutually independent;

(c) follows using the fact that $h(a_i\epsilon_{j_i}) = h(\epsilon_{j_i}) + \log |a_i|$, as shown in [5, Ch. 9].

In the next example, we assume that the function $f$ is a linear function and that the auxiliary random variables are independent Gaussian random variables. For this scenario, we then obtain the expression for the lower bound of Corollary V.4.

**Example V.7 (Using the Solution for a Linear Function):** In addition to the assumptions in Example V.6, let $f(X) = \sum_{j=1}^m \beta_j X_j$. We assume that $\epsilon_j, \ldots, \epsilon_{j_m}$ are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables, with mean zero and variance $\eta$. Then, the differential entropy of $\epsilon_{j_i}$ is $h(\epsilon_{j_i}) = \frac{1}{2} \log 2\pi e\eta$.

So, substituting in the expression from Example V.6, we have that

$$h(Y_S|X_S) = h \left( \sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j X_j \right) + \frac{m-1}{2} \log 2\pi e\eta + \log \prod_{i=2}^m |a_i| \quad (7)$$

To evaluate $h \left( \sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j X_j \right)$, we use the Entropy Power Inequality, namely, for independent $X_i$’s

$$2^{2h(\sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j X_j)} \geq \sum_{j \in S^c} 2^{2h(\beta_j X_j)}$$

which implies that

$$h \left( \sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j X_j \right) \geq \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \sum_{j \in S^c} 2^{2h(\beta_j X_j)} \right).$$

Now, if we assume that each $X_i$ is uniformly distributed in the interval between 1 and $B + 1$, $X_i \sim U[1, B + 1]$, then

$$h(\beta_j X_j) = \log |\beta_j| B.$$ 

So

$$h \left( \sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j X_j \right) \geq \frac{1}{2} \log \left( B^2 \sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j^2 \right) = \log B + \frac{1}{2} \log \sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j^2. \quad (8)$$

Finally, we evaluate the lower bound of Corollary V.4 for this scenario. Recall that we had

$$I(S) = h(Y_S|X_S) - \frac{|S|}{2} \log 2\pi e\eta + |S|^\alpha \geq \log m \geq 0.$$ 

and $|S| = m$. Using (7) together with the inequality of (8), we have that

$$I(S) \geq \log \frac{B \left( \sum_{j \in S^c} \beta_j^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \prod_{i=2}^m |a_i|}{\sqrt{2\pi e\eta}} + \frac{m}{2} (\alpha + \log m). \quad (9)$$

In summary, our use of basic information theoretic definitions and inequalities has led to a lower bound that we have applied to a formulation for distributed function computation. The lower bound on information consists of a term that arises due to the mean-square error criterion and a term due to the function that is to be estimated. Using techniques of network information theory, we have shown how the bound on information can be used to obtain a lower bound on computation time.

VI. A Tight Bound: Computation of the Sum via Erasure Channels

In this section, we use the techniques of the previous section to find a lower bound on computation time when nodes compute a sum. We present a distributed algorithm for computation of the sum over block erasure channels and provide an upper bound for the run-time of the algorithm. Both bounds depend inversely on conductance, which captures the limitations due to the network topology. Therefore, we conclude that our lower bound is tight in capturing the effect of the network topology via the conductance.

A. Information-Theoretic Lower Bound for Summation

In this section, we provide the proof of Theorem III.5. We will use the techniques that we have developed in Section V. In particular, we will use the results of Examples V.6 and V.7, namely (9).

**Proof of Theorem III.5:** Recall that $Y = \sum_{j=1}^n \beta_j x_j$. Suppose that we have any realization of the initial conditions, $A = \{X_1 = x_1, \ldots, X_n = x_n\}$. We are given an algorithm that guarantees, for every such realization, that at time $T$ each
node, \( \hat{Y}_i(T) \), of \( Y : \sum_{j=1}^n \beta_j x_j \). Furthermore, for this algorithm, the estimate \( \hat{Y}_i(T) \) is within an \( \varepsilon \)-interval of the true value of \( Y \), with desired probability. That is

\[
P \left( \left| \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right| \leq \varepsilon Y \right| \geq 1 - \delta. \tag{10}\]

The proof proceeds in several steps. The proofs for steps 1 and 2 follow this proof.

1) Any algorithm that satisfies the probability condition of (10) must satisfy, for small enough \( \delta \), a mean-square error criterion:

\[E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + \kappa \delta.\]

2) Let \( Y_1 = Y \) and \( Y_i = Y + ae_j \), for \( i \in \{2, \ldots, m\} \), where \( e_j \)'s are independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variables, with mean zero and variance \( \eta \). Let the \( \epsilon_j \)'s be independent of the initial conditions, \( X_i \). Then,

\[E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y_i)^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + a^2 \eta + \kappa \delta.\]

3) Next, let \( S^* \) and \((S^*)^c\) be the sets for which

\[\frac{\sum_{i \in S^* j \in S^*} C_{ij}}{|S|} \]

is minimized, and assume \( S^* \) is the set with smaller size, \( |S^*| \leq \frac{n}{2} \). For purposes of this proof, we enumerate the nodes in set \( S^* \) from 1 to \( m \). Then, let \( Y_{S^*} = [Y_1 \ldots Y_m]^T \), where the \( Y_i \)'s are those of Step 2.

4) Now, we can apply our information theoretic inequalities to this set-up. We think of \( \epsilon_j \) being associated with a node in set \((S^*)^c\), that is, \( j \in \{m + 1, \ldots, n\} \). So, node \( j \)'s initial condition would be \((X_{j}, \epsilon_{j})\). Denote \([\epsilon_{j_1} \ldots \epsilon_{j_m}]\) by \( \epsilon \). Using the derivations of Section V, we have that

\[T \sum_{i \in (S^*)^c} \sum_{j \in (S^*)^c} C_{ij} \geq I(\hat{Y}_{S^*}(T); X_{(S^*)^c} | X_{S^*}) \]

\[\overset{(a)}{=} I(\hat{Y}_{S^*}(T); X_{(S^*)^c} | X_{S^*}) \quad \geq \quad I(\hat{Y}_{S^*}(T); Y_{S^*} | X_{S^*}) \quad \geq \quad I(S^*), \]

where, (a) follows because \( \hat{Y}_{S^*}(T) \) is the vector of estimates produced by the algorithm, and depends on the initial conditions, \( X_i \)'s, while the \( \epsilon_j \)'s are independent of \( X_i \)'s. Recall that

\[I(S^*) = h(Y_{S^*} | X_{S^*}) - \frac{|S^*|}{2} \log 2 \pi e + |S^*| \frac{\alpha}{2}. \]

Note that from Step 2, we have that \( 2^{-\alpha} = \varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + a^2 \eta + \kappa \delta \). So, we have \( \alpha = -\log(\varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + a^2 \eta + \kappa \delta) \).

5) Next, we compute \( h(Y_{S^*} | X_{S^*}) \) given the assumptions of our formulation. Recall that we have performed these computations in Example V.7. We obtained the following:

\[\mathcal{I}(S^*) \geq \log B \frac{\left( \sum_{j \in S^*} |S^*|^2 \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} |S|^m-1}{\sqrt{2 \pi e \delta}} \]

\[+ |S^*| \frac{1}{2} \left( \log \frac{\varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + a^2 \eta + \kappa \delta}{\eta} \right), \]

where we have substituted in \( \alpha = -\log(\varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + a^2 \eta + \kappa \delta) \).

6) Finally, we make the appropriate choice of our parameters, \( a \) and \( \eta \). Assume, without loss of generality, that

\[\left( \frac{\sum_{j \in S^*} |S^*|^2}{2 \pi e} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \geq 1 \]

otherwise, we can just scale our choices for \( a \) and \( \eta \). Let

\[a = \left( \frac{\eta}{B} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}, \]

then

\[\mathcal{I}(S^*) \geq |S^*| \frac{1}{2} \left( \log \frac{\varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + a^2}{\eta} + a^2 + \frac{\eta}{2} \right). \]

Next, let \( \eta = B \). Then, because \( m - 1 < \frac{n}{2} \),

\[a^2 < \left( \frac{1}{B} \right)^{\frac{2}{n}}. \]

Observe that \( E(Y^2) \leq MB^2 \), where \( M \) is some integer. So,

\[\frac{\varepsilon^2 E(Y^2)}{\eta} + a^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 MB + \left( \frac{1}{B} \right)^{\frac{2}{n}}. \]

Combining with Step 4, we have that

\[T \sum_{i \in (S^*)^c} \sum_{j \in (S^*)^c} C_{ij} \geq \frac{|S^*|}{2} \log \frac{1}{\varepsilon^2 MB + \left( \frac{1}{B} \right)^{\frac{2}{n}} + \frac{2}{n} \delta}. \]

Rearranging, we have that

\[T \geq \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \in (S^*)^c} \sum_{j \in (S^*)^c} C_{ij} \log \frac{1}{\varepsilon^2 MB + \left( \frac{1}{B} \right)^{\frac{2}{n}} + \frac{2}{n} \delta}. \]

Here, we must have \( \varepsilon^2 M \in \left[0, \frac{1}{B} \left(1 - \left( \frac{1}{B} \right)^{\frac{2}{n}} - \kappa \delta \right)\right] \), in order for the lower bound to be positive.

Finally, because we had chose our \( S^* \) such that \( \sum_{i \in (S^*)^c} \sum_{j \in (S^*)^c} C_{ij} \) is minimized, we have that

\[\bar{\phi}(G) = \sum_{i \in (S^*)^c} \sum_{j \in (S^*)^c} C_{ij} \frac{|S^*|}{|S|^m}. \]

Remark: We show in the next section that our lower bound is tight in its reciprocal dependence on the conductance term.
So, for fixed \( n \), we have a scaling law that is tight in the case of severe communication constraints, such as very small channel capacities due to low transmission power.

In the case of increasing number of nodes, however, \( B \) must increase exponentially with \( n \) for our lower bound to remain valid. The requirement is a by-product of using a formulation based on random variables together with Information Theoretic variables. This requirement ensures that as \( n \) increases, our bound properly captures the number of bits that are transferred.

When we consider sums of independent identically distributed random variables, Central Limit Theorem type arguments imply that as the number of the random variables increases, there is some randomness lost, because we know that the distribution of the sum must converge to the Normal distribution. However, in a setting where the initial conditions are fixed values, as in the case of the algorithm we describe below, the addition of a node clearly will not reduce the information that needs to be communicated in the network. To counterbalance the probabilistic effects, we need to have \( B \) increase as the number of nodes increases.

Next, we complete the proof of Theorem III.5 by proving the statements of Step 1 and Step 2.

**Proof of Step 1:** We show that for small enough \( \delta \), \( P \left( \left| \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right| \leq \varepsilon Y \mid A \right) \geq 1 - \delta \) implies \( E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + \kappa \delta \).

First, observe that,

\[
\mathbf{P} \left( \left| \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right| \geq \varepsilon Y \mid A \right) \leq \delta
\]

is equivalent to

\[
\mathbf{P} \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \geq \varepsilon^2 Y^2 \mid A \right) \leq \delta.
\]

Next, when we condition on \( A, Y \) is a fixed number. So, we have we have that

\[
E \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \mid A \right)
\]

\[
= \int_0^\infty \mathbf{P} \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \geq x \mid A \right) dx
\]

\[
= \int_{\varepsilon^2 Y^2}^{\infty} \mathbf{P} \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \geq x \mid A \right) dx
\]

\[
+ \int_0^{\varepsilon^2 Y^2} \mathbf{P} \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \geq x \mid A \right) dx
\]

\[
\leq \varepsilon^2 Y^2 + \delta \kappa,
\]

where the last inequality follows
• for the first term, because \( P \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \geq x \mid A \right) \leq 1 \), and,
• for the second term, because \( P \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \geq x \mid A \right) \leq \delta \) for all \( x \in [\varepsilon^2 Y^2, \infty) \). We have also assumed that for every \( A \), \( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \) is bounded from above.

Finally, we have that

\[
E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)^2 = E \left( E \left( \left( \hat{Y}_i(T) - Y \right)^2 \mid A \right) \right),
\]

where the outermost expectation is with respect to the joint distribution of the initial conditions.

**Proof of Step 2:** We show that if \( E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + \kappa \delta \), then \( E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)^2 \leq \varepsilon^2 E(Y^2) + \alpha^2 \eta + \kappa \delta \), where \( Y_i = Y + \alpha \varepsilon_j \), and \( \varepsilon_j \) has mean zero and variance \( \eta \) and is independent of all the \( X_i \)’s.

\[
E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)^2
\]

\[
= E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y - \alpha \varepsilon_j)^2
\]

\[
= E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)^2 + E(\alpha \varepsilon_j)^2 - 2E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)(\alpha \varepsilon_j)
\]

\[
= \varepsilon^2 E(Y_j)^2 + (\alpha \varepsilon_j)^2 - 2E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)(\alpha \varepsilon_j)
\]

\[
\leq \varepsilon^2 E(Y_j)^2 + (\alpha \varepsilon_j)^2 - 2E(\hat{Y}_i(T) - Y)(\alpha \varepsilon_j)
\]

\[
\leq \varepsilon^2 E(Y_j)^2 + (\alpha \varepsilon_j)^2
\]

where
(a) follows because \( \hat{Y}_i(T) \) is the estimate produced by the algorithm, and depends on the initial conditions, \( X_i \)’s, while \( \varepsilon_j \) is independent of \( X_i \)’s, and,
(b) follows because \( \varepsilon_j \) has mean zero.

\[\blacksquare\]

### B. An Algorithm for Summation via Block Erasure Channels

Next, we describe the algorithm that achieves the lower bound. That is, we exhibit the reciprocal dependence of the algorithm’s computation time on the conductance of the graph. Because the function that is to be computed, the sum, is relatively simple, and the algorithm requires little computation overhead, the limitations that arise due primarily to the communication constraints. In fact, the dependence on the algorithm’s run-time on conductance arises due to the fact that the algorithm uses an information spreading algorithm as a subroutine. Information spreading depends reciprocally on conductance: the more severe the connectivity constraints, the smaller the conductance and the longer it takes for information to spread in the network.

The algorithm that we describe is based on an algorithm by Mosk-Aoyama and Shah [23]. In Section VI-B1 we discuss this algorithm and its applicability to our formulation. In Section VI-B2, we describe the contributions of [23] in the design of an algorithm for distributed computation of a separable function, in a network of nodes using repeated communication of real-valued messages. In Section VI-B3, we describe the algorithm when the communicated messages are quantized, and analyze how the performance of the algorithm changes relative to the performance of the unquantized algorithm of [23].

1) **Background:** The algorithm that we describe is based on an algorithm by Mosk-Aoyama and Shah [23]. In that formulation, each node has a fixed real-valued initial condition, that is bounded away from zero. Nodes compute a separable function of the initial values in the network. The algorithm guarantees that with some specified probability, all nodes have an estimate of the function value within a desired \( \varepsilon \)-interval of accuracy around the true value. In [23], each node may contact one of its neighbors once in each time slot. If the edge \((i, j)\) belongs to \(E\), node \(i\) sends its real-valued message to node \(j\) with probability \(p_{ij}\) and with probability \(p_{ji}\) sends its message to no other nodes; if \((i, j) \notin E\), \(p_{ij} = 0\).

1A linear function of the initial conditions is a separable function.
The algorithm of [23] is a simple randomized algorithm that is based on each node generating an exponentially distributed random variable with mean equal to the reciprocal of the node’s initial value. The nodes sample from their respective distributions and make use of an information spreading algorithm to make computations and ultimately obtain an estimate of the desired function.

The advantage of this algorithm is that it is completely distributed. Nodes need not keep track of the identity of the nodes from which received information originates. Furthermore, the algorithm is not sensitive to the order in which information is received. In terms of its performance, the algorithm’s computation time is almost optimal in its dependence on the network topology, as the computation time scales inversely with conductance of the matrix representing the communication topology.

The drawback of the algorithm in [23], however, is that it requires nodes to exchange real numbers. As such, the algorithm is not practically implementable.

Below, we quantize this algorithm, so that instead of sending real-valued messages, nodes communicate an appropriate number of bits. In the process of quantization, we determine the needed number of bits; for now, we call it $\log M$. Now, node $i$ can send to $j$ a $\log M$-bit message each time it makes contact. Again, the contact between the nodes is random: node $i$ contacts node $j$ with probability $p_{ij}$. This is equivalent to node $i$ communicating to $j$ via a $\log M$-bit erasure channel, where $\log M$ bits are sent noiselessly with probability $p_{ij}$, and there is an erasure otherwise. In this case, capacity of the channel is $C_{ij} = p_{ij} \log M$, so $\Phi(G) = \Phi(P) \log M$. We will show that the effect of communicating bits instead of real-valued messages is to slow down the original algorithm by $\log n$; however, the dependence of computation time on conductance is unchanged.

Another difference between our formulation and the one in [23], is that we assume that the initial conditions lie in a bounded interval $[1, B + 1]$, whereas in [23] there is no upper bound. We need this assumption to show that our algorithm will also guarantee that with some specified probability, all nodes have an estimate of the function value within a desired $\varepsilon$-interval of accuracy around the true value. However, due to communicating a finite number of bits, $\varepsilon$ cannot be arbitrarily close to zero.

Finally, we recall that in deriving the lower bound of the previous section, we had assumed a joint probability distribution on the initial conditions. However, we will describe the algorithm for fixed initial-values at the nodes. If the initial conditions were in fact distributed according to some joint probability density function, the algorithm that we describe below can be used for any realization of the initial values to guarantee, with the desired probability, the $\varepsilon$-accuracy criterion. So, the algorithm satisfies the “ii” condition in the statement of Theorem III.5. As such, the computation time of the algorithm we describe below must be bounded from below by the expression in Theorem III.5 which includes the reciprocal of conductance.

We provide an upper bound on the run-time and show that, indeed, it does scale inversely with conductance. Thus, the contribution of this work includes the non-trivial quantized implementation of the algorithm of [23] and its analysis. As a consequence, we obtain the fastest, in terms of dependence on network topology, quantized distributed algorithm for separable function computation.

2) Unquantized Function Computation: In [23], a randomized algorithm is proposed for distributed computation of a separable function of the data in the network, so that with some specified probability, all nodes have an estimate of the function value within the desired interval of accuracy. The computation algorithm assumes that the nodes exchange real-valued messages whenever a communication takes place. The algorithm depends on:

a) The Algorithm: The following property of exponential random variables plays a central role in the design of this algorithm. Let $W^1, \ldots, W^n$ be independent exponentially distributed random variables, where $W^i$ has mean $1/\theta_i$. Then, the minimum, $W^* = \min_{i=1}^n W^i$, will also be exponentially distributed, and its mean is $1/\sum_{i=1}^n \theta_i$.

Suppose that node $i$ has an initial value $\theta_i$. Each node needs to compute $\sum_{i=1}^n \theta_i$. Node $i$ generates an exponential distribution with mean $1/\theta_i$. It then draws a sample, $W^i = w^i$, from that distribution. All nodes do this. They exchange their samples so that each node knows every sample. Then, each node may compute the minimum of the samples, $w^* = \min_{i=1}^n w^i$, $w^*$ is a realization of $W^*$, which is exponentially distributed, with mean $1/\sum_{i=1}^n \theta_i$.

For the algorithm proposed in [23], the nodes perform the above procedure on $r$ samples from each node rather than one. That is, node $i$ draws independently $r$ samples from its exponential distribution, $W^1_i, \ldots, W^n_i$. The nodes exchange information using the information spreading algorithm described below. Ultimately, each node acquires $W^*_1, \ldots, W^*_n$, where $W^*_i$ is the sample-wise minimum, $W^*_i = \min_{i=1}^n W^i_i$. Then, for its estimate of $\sum_{i=1}^n \theta_i$, each of the nodes computes

$$
\sum_{i=1}^n W^*_i
$$

Recall that as $r$ increases, $1/r \sum_{i=1}^n W^*_i$ approaches the mean of $W^*_1$, namely $1/\sum_{i=1}^n \theta_i$. It is shown that, for large enough $r$, the nodes’ estimates of $\sum_{i=1}^n \theta_i$ will satisfy the desired accuracy criterion with the desired probability.

b) Computation of Minima Using Information Spreading: The computation of the minimum using the information spreading algorithm occurs as follows. Suppose that each node $i$ has an initial vector $W^i = (W^1_i, \ldots, W^n_i)$ and needs to obtain $\hat{W} = (\hat{W}_1, \ldots, \hat{W}_r)$, where $\hat{W}_i = \min_{i=1}^n W^i_i$. To compute $\hat{W}$, each node maintains an $r$-dimensional vector, $\hat{w}^i = (\hat{w}^1_i, \ldots, \hat{w}^n_i)$, which is initially $\hat{w}^i(0) = W^i$, and evolves such that $\hat{w}^i(k)$ contains node $i$’s estimate of $\hat{W}$ at time $k$. Node $i$ communicates this vector to its neighbors;
and when it receives a message from a neighbor \( j \) at time \( k \) containing \( \delta_j^l(k^-) \), node \( i \) will update its vector by setting 
\[
\delta_j^l(k^+) = \min(\delta_j^l(k^-), \delta_i^l(k^-)), \quad \text{for } l = 1, \ldots, r.
\]
Denote with \( \mathcal{D} \) the information spreading algorithm, used as a subroutine to disseminate messages and compute the minimum. The performance of this algorithm is captured by the \( \delta \)-information-spreading time, \( T_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \), at which with probability larger than \( 1 - \delta \) all nodes have all messages. More formally, let \( S_i(k) \) be the set of nodes that have node \( i \)’s message at time \( k \), and \( V \) is the set of nodes, the definition of \( T_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \) is the following.

**Definition VI.1:** For a given \( \delta \in (0, 1) \), the \( \delta \)-information-spreading time, of the algorithm \( \mathcal{D} \), \( T_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \), is
\[
T_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) = \inf \{ k : \Pr(\cup_{i=1}^n \{ S_i(k) \neq V \}) \leq \delta \}.
\]

As argued in [23], when an information spreading algorithm \( \mathcal{D} \) is used where one real-number is transferred between two nodes every time there is a communication, then with probability larger than \( 1 - \delta \), for all \( i \), \( \delta_i(k) = W \) when \( k = rT_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \), because the nodes propagate in the network an evolving estimate of the minimum, an \( r \)-vector, as opposed to the \( n \) \( r \)-vectors \( W^1, \ldots, W^n \).

c) The Performance: The first of the two main theorems of [23] provides an upper bound on the computing time of the proposed computation algorithm and the second provides an upper bound on the information spreading time of a randomized gossip algorithm. These theorems are repeated below for convenience as our results build on those of [23].

**Theorem VI.2:** Given an information spreading algorithm \( \mathcal{D} \) with \( \delta \)-spreading time \( T_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \) for \( \delta \in (0, 1) \), there exists an algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) for computing separable functions \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) such that for any \( \varepsilon \in (0, 1) \) and \( \delta \in (0, 1) \),
\[
T_{\mathcal{A}}^{\text{cmd}}(\varepsilon, \delta) = O\left( \varepsilon^{-2} \log \varepsilon \delta^{-1} T_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}} \left( \frac{\delta}{2} \right) \right).
\]

In the next section, we state a theorem analogous to this one, but for the case where the nodes are required to communicate a finite number of bits.

Next, the upper bound on the information spreading time is derived for the communication scheme, or equivalently, the randomized gossip algorithm. We refer the reader to [23] for further details on the information spreading algorithm, including an analysis of the case of asynchronous communication. The theorem relevant to this section follows.

**Theorem VI.3:** Consider any stochastic and symmetric matrix \( P \) such that if \( (i,j) \notin E \), \( P_{ij} = 0 \). There exists an information spreading algorithm \( \mathcal{P} \), such that for any \( \delta \in (0, 1) \),
\[
T_{\mathcal{P}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) = O\left( \frac{\log n + \log \delta^{-1}}{\Phi(P)} \right).
\]

3) **Quantized Function Computation:** The nodes need to each acquire an estimate of \( f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^n f_i(x_i) \). For convenience, we denote \( f_i(x_i) \) by \( \theta_i \). Recall that we have assumed that node \( i \) can compute \( \theta_i \) without any communication. Further, we’ve assumed that there exists a \( B \) for which: for all \( i \), \( \theta_i \in [1, B + 1] \).

Let \( y = f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^n \theta_i \) be the quantity to be estimated by the nodes. We denote the estimate of \( y \) at node \( i \) by \( \hat{Y}_i \). The \( Q \) is added to emphasize that this estimate was obtained using an algorithm for nodes that can only communicate quantized values using messages consisting a finite number of bits. The randomness in \( \hat{Y}_i \) is due to the fact that the links between the nodes may fail probabilistically, as captured by \( P \).

Recall that the goal is to design an algorithm such that, for large enough \( k \),
\[
P\left\{ \bigcap_{i=1}^n \{ \hat{Y}_i - y \leq \varepsilon y \} \right\} \geq 1 - \delta
\]
while communicating only a finite number of bits between the nodes. Again, we take advantage of the properties of exponentially distributed random variables, and an information spreading algorithm used as a subroutine for the nodes to determine the minimum of their values.

a) **Computation of Minima Using Information Spreading:** We use the same scheme that was described in Section VI-B2 for computation of minima using information spreading. Now, node \( i \) quantizes a value \( \hat{Y}_i \) that it needs to communicate to its neighbor, \( j \), where node \( i \) maps the value \( \hat{Y}_i \) to a finite set \( \{1, \ldots, M\} \) according to some quantization scheme. Then, \( \log M \) bits have to be communicated between the nodes before \( j \) can decode the message and update its \( \hat{Y}_j \). But, when each communication between nodes is \( \log M \)-bits, the time until all nodes’ estimates are equal to \( \hat{W} \) with probability larger than \( 1 - \delta \) will still be \( k = rT_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \). However, there will be quantization error. Our choice of \( M \) will determine this error.

b) **Summary of Algorithm & Main Theorem:** The proposed algorithm, \( \mathcal{A}^{Q} \) is summarized below.

1) Independently from all other nodes, node \( i \) generates \( r \)-independent samples from an exponential distribution, with parameter \( \theta_i \). If a sample is larger than an \( m \) (which we will specify later), the node discards the sample and regenerates it.

2) The node quantizes each of the samples according to a scheme we describe below. The quantizer maps points in the interval \([0, m]\) to the set \( \{1, 2, \ldots, M\} \).

3) Each of the nodes performs steps 1 and 2 and communicates its messages via the information spreading algorithm, \( \mathcal{D} \), to the nodes with which it is connected. The nodes use the information spreading algorithm to determine the minimum of each of the \( r \) sets of messages. After \( rT_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \) time has elapsed, each node has obtained the \( r \) minima with probability larger than \( 1 - \delta \).

4) Node \( i \) sets its estimate of \( y \), \( \hat{Y}_i^{Q} \), to be the reciprocal of the average of the \( r \) minima that it has computed. Here, \( r \) is a parameter that will be designed so that \( P\left\{ \bigcap_{i=1}^n \{ \hat{Y}_i^{Q} - y \leq \varepsilon y \} \right\} \geq 1 - \delta \) is achieved. Determining how large \( r \) and \( M \) must be leads to the main theorem of this section.

**Theorem VI.4:** Given an information spreading algorithm \( \mathcal{D} \) with \( \delta \)-spreading time \( T_{\mathcal{D}}^{\text{inf}}(\delta) \) for \( \delta \in (0, 1) \), there exists an algorithm \( \mathcal{A}^{Q} \) for computing separable functions \( f \in \mathcal{F} \) via communication of quantized messages. If each quantized message is \( \log M \) bits and \( \log M = O(\log n) \), the quantization error
will be no more than a given $\gamma = \Theta(\frac{1}{n})$. Furthermore, for any $\varepsilon \in (\gamma f(x), \gamma f(x) + \frac{1}{2})$ and $\delta \in (0, 1)$

$$T_{\text{min}}(\varepsilon, \delta) = O \left( \varepsilon^{-2} \log \epsilon \delta^{-1} T_{\text{pr}} \left( \frac{\delta}{2} \right) \right).$$

**Remark:** Here, we point out that the condition in the theorem that $\varepsilon \in (\gamma f(x), \gamma f(x) + 1/2)$ reflects the fact that due to quantization, $\hat{y}_i$ can never get arbitrarily close to $y$, no matter how large $r$ is chosen.

Before proving this theorem, it is convenient to consider the algorithm described above, excluding step 2; that is, with no sample quantization. The derivation of the computation time of this modified algorithm will lead to determining the appropriate truncation parameter, $m$. Next, we introduce a quantization scheme and determine the number of bits to use in order to guarantee that the node estimates of $y$ converge with desired probability; we find that this number of bits, $\log M$, is of the order of $\log n$. The details can be found in Appendix B.

Thus, we have shown how a distributed algorithm for computing separable functions may be quantized so that the effect of the quantization scheme will be to slow down the information spreading by $\log n$, while the remaining performance characteristics of the original algorithm will be virtually unchanged, especially with respect to its dependence on conductance. This result is stated in Theorem VI.4.

Combining the result of Theorem VI.4 with that of Theorem VI.3 yields Theorem III.6. Comparison with a lower bound obtained via information theoretic inequalities in Section VI-A reveals that the reciprocal dependence between computation time and graph conductance in the upper bound of Theorem III.6 matches the lower bound. Hence the upper bound is tight in capturing the effect of the graph conductance $\Phi(G)$.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We’ve studied a network of nodes communicating over point-to-point memoryless independent noisy channels. Each node has an initial value. The objective of each of the nodes is to compute a given function of the initial values in the network. We have derived a lower bound to the time at which the mean-square error in the nodes’ estimates is within a prescribed accuracy interval.

The lower bound is a function of the channel capacities, the accuracy specified by the mean-square error criterion, and the uncertainty in the function that is to be estimated. The bound reveals that, first, the more randomness in the function to be estimated, the larger the lower bound on the computation time. Second, the smaller the mean-square error that is tolerated, the larger the lower bound on the computation time. Hence, there is a tradeoff captured between computation accuracy and computation time. In addition, the lower bound can be used to capture the dependence of the convergence time on the structure of the underlying communication network.

We’ve considered a network of nodes communicating to compute a sum of the initial values in the network. Each of the nodes is required to acquire an estimate that is, with a specified probability, within a desired interval of the true value of the sum. We’ve applied our information theoretic technique to derive a lower bound on the computation time for this scenario. We’ve shown that when $C_{ij} = C_{ji}$, the computation time is inversely related to a property of the network called “conductance.” It captures the effect of both the topology and channel capacities by quantifying the bottleneck of information flow.

Next, we have described an algorithm that can be used in this setting of nodes computing a sum via block erasure channels, and guarantees that with the specified probability, each of the nodes’ estimate is within the desired interval. We’ve determined an upper bound on the algorithm’s computation time. We’ve shown that it too is inversely related to conductance.

Hence, we conclude that our lower bound is tight in capturing the effect of the communication network, via conductance. Equivalently, our algorithm’s run-time is optimal in its dependence on conductance. That is, we have obtained a scaling law for convergence time as a function of a network property, conductance. When the number of nodes is fixed, this scaling law becomes tighter as the communication constraints are more severe, like diminished channel capacities.

A critical assumption in our work is that the network is a point-to-point network of independent memoryless channels. In this context, there is no interference or collisions from other users. The limitations imposed by the communication network are its pattern of connectivity and the noisy channels. And in this case, the capacity of each of the channels quantifies the bit constraints.

Furthermore, when the function to be computed is simple, like a sum, limitations arise primarily due to communication constraints, not the computational abilities of the nodes. In such a scenario, and when in addition we assume initial measurements are independent and channels are block-erasure channels, our results capture the effect of topology and imperfect transmission on the performance of nodes.

Our general lower bound depends on the assumption that communication occurs over a network of point-to-point independent memoryless channels. Our lower bound for summation depends on the additional assumption that the initial measurements at the nodes are independent. This assumption primarily simplifies the computation of the entropy term in the general lower bound.

Our achievability result depends on the further assumption that the channels are block-erasure channels, whose block length depends on the number of nodes. In general, the algorithm we describe for summation will work for any network of point-to-point channels. When the channels are block erasure channels, the computation time of the algorithm depends reciprocally on conductance and hence achieves the lower bound. For these channels, and for the summation task, our code is relatively simple. We believe that an area for future work is to design optimal codes for more general point-to-point channels. These codes will necessarily be more sophisticated than the ones we have here. Some insights to the issues that arise in coding for computation over multi-access channels are highlighted in the work of Nazer and Gastpar [24].
APPENDIX A

PROOFS OF LEMMAS V.1 AND V.2

In this appendix, we present the proofs of Lemmas V.1 and V.2, that we used in Section V to derive the lower bound of Theorem III.1.

1) Proof of Lemma V.1: We prove the following inequality:

\[ I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_S|X_S) \leq \sum_{l=1}^{T} I(V_S(l); U_{S^c}(l)|U_S(l)) \quad (A.11) \]

where \( U_{S^c} \) is a vector of the variables transmitted by the encoders of the nodes in \( S^c \) and \( V_S \) is a vector of the variables received via channels by the decoders of the nodes in \( S \).

For this proof, we use the general formulation for multi-terminal networks of [5, Sect. 14.10]. Let \( U_i \) be transmitted by the node \( i \) encoder and \( V_i \) be received by the node \( i \) decoder. We denote a sequence of length \( N \) transmitted by \( i \) as \( U_i^N = (U_i(1), U_i(2), \ldots, U_i(N)) \). The indices in brackets represent channel use. As before, if nodes 1 to \( m \) belong to \( S \), we have that \( V_S = (V_1, \ldots, V_m) \). Similarly, we have that \( V_S(l) = (V_1(l), \ldots, V_m(l)) \), representing the variables received after the \( l \)-th use of the channel.

We assume that the estimate at node \( i \), \( \hat{Y}_i(T) \), is a function of the received messages at that node, \( V_i^T \) and its own data, \( X_i \), \( \hat{Y}_i(T) = g_i(V_i^T, X_i) \). The message transmitted by \( i \) in the \( l \)-th channel use, \( U_i(l) \), is also a function of the received messages at that node, \( V_i^{l-1} \) and its own data, \( X_i \), \( U_i(l) = \psi_i(V_i^{l-1}, X_i) \).

As in [5], the channel is a memoryless discrete-time channel. In our case, for convenience, we assume the channel to be continuous, represented by the conditional probability distribution function \( p(v_1, \ldots, v_n | d_1, \ldots, d_n) \). However, we note that the inequalities below hold even in the case that the channel is discrete. In this case, the random variable arguments of \( I(\cdot; \cdot) \) would be arbitrary ensembles, and so we use the general definition for \( I(\cdot; \cdot) \) as the “average conditional information” in [26, Ch. 3], and for the conditional entropy, \( h(X|Y) \), we use \( h(X|Y) = I(X; Y) \). All the equalities and inequalities below will continue to hold. We refer the reader to [26, Ch. 3] for technical details.

The following inequalities proceed in the same manner as Theorem 14.10.1 in [5]. For convenience, we write the steps here using our notation.

\[ I(\hat{Y}_S(T); X_S^c|X_S) = I(\hat{Y}_S(T), X_S; X_S^c|X_S) \]

\[ \leq I(V_1^T, \ldots, V_m^T, X_S; X_S^c|X_S) \]

\[ = I(V_S(1), \ldots, V_S(T); X_S^c|X_S) \]

\[ \leq \sum_{l=1}^{T} I(V_S(l); X_S^c|X_S, V_S(l-1), \ldots, V_S(1)) \]

\[ \leq \sum_{l=1}^{T} h(V_S(l)|X_S^c, X_S, V_S(l-1), \ldots, V_S(1)) \]

\[ - h(V_S(l)|X_S^c, X_S, V_S(l-1), \ldots, V_S(1)) \]

Above:

a) holds by the data processing inequality, because \( \hat{Y}_i(T) = g_i(V_i^T, X_i) \);

b) follows by the chain rule for mutual information;

c) follows by the definition of mutual information, (or, in the discrete channel case, it follows by Kolmogorov’s formula [26, Ch. 3] and by noting that the entropy term is well-defined since \( V_i \) would take values in a discrete set);

d) follows, for the first term, because \( U_i(l) = \psi_i(V_i^{l-1}, X_i) \), so it does not change the conditioning; and the second part follows because conditioning reduces entropy;

e) holds, for the first term, because conditioning reduces entropy, and for the second term, because the channel output depends only on the current input symbols;

f) from the definition of mutual information.

2) Proof of Lemma V.2: In this lemma, we consider a network that is represented by the graph \( G = (V, E) \). The edges of the graph represent channels with positive capacity. If the channels connecting the nodes are memoryless and independent, we show that

\[ I(V_S(l); U_{S^c}(l)|U_S(l)) \leq \sum_{i \in S^c} \sum_{j \in S} C_{ij}. \]

For simplicity of notation in the rest of the proof, we omit the braces after the random variables, \( (l) \). For example, instead of \( V_S(l) \) we write \( V_S \).

As we had in the previous lemma, \( U_i \) is transmitted by the node \( i \) encoder. Previously, we had not specified which nodes will receive this code letter. In our set up, however, there is a dedicated channel between every two nodes that have an edge between them. So, the transmitter at node \( i \) will send out codewords to each of the neighbors of \( i \), that is all \( j \), such that \((i, j) \in E \). We denote the encoder’s code letter from \( i \) to \( j \) as \( U_{ij} \). \( U_i \) represents all messages transmitted by the encoder of node \( i \). So, \( U_i = \{U_{ij}\} \), for all \( j \), such that \((i, j) \in E \).

Similarly, \( V_i \) is received by the node \( i \) decoder. It consists of all the digits received by \( i \) from its neighbors, all \( j \) such that \((j, i) \in E \). If there is a link from node \( j \) to \( i \), the code letter from node \( j \) arrives at the decoder of \( i \) through a channel. We denote the digit received at \( i \) from \( j \) as \( V_{ji} \). \( V_i \) represents all the received messages; so, \( V_i = \{V_{ji}\} \), for all \( j \), such that \((j, i) \in E \).

In order to make our notation in the proof simpler, we introduce dummy random variables. In particular, we will use \( U_{ij} \) and \( V_{ji} \) even if \((i, j) \notin E \). Effectively, we are introducing a link between nodes \( i \) and \( j \). But, in this case, we set \( C_{ij} = 0 \). So now, we let \( U_i = \{U_{i1}, \ldots, U_{im}\} \) and \( V_i = \{V_{i1}, \ldots, V_{in}\} \).
The key to the proof is the memorylessness and independence of the channels. That is, the output of a channel at any instant, $V_{ij}(l)$, depends only on the channel input at that instant, $U_{ij}(l)$. Because of this, we have that

$$I(V_S; U_S | U_S) \leq \sum_{i \in S} \sum_{j \notin S} I(V_{ij}; U_{ij}).$$

To obtain this expression, we express the mutual information in terms of the entropy

$$I(V_S; U_S | U_S) = h(V_S | U_S) - h(V_S | U_S, U_S).$$

Next, we express the entropy terms using the chain rule. We assume that nodes 1 to $m$ belong to set $S$ and nodes $m+1$ to $n$ belong to $S^c$. Then,

$$h(V_S | U_S) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} h(V_j | V_{j-1}, \ldots, V_1, U_S)$$

and

$$h(V_S | U_S, U_S) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} h(V_j | V_{j-1}, \ldots, V_1, U_{S^c}, U_S).$$

Because conditioning reduces entropy, we have that

$$h(V_S | U_S) \leq \sum_{j=1}^{m} h(V_j | U_S).$$

For every channel, given its input, the channel output is independent of all other channel outputs. So

$$h(V_S | U_{S^c}, U_S) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} h(V_j | U_{S^c}, U_S).$$

Combining the two inequalities, we have

$$I(V_S; U_S | U_S) \leq \sum_{j=1}^{m} h(V_j | U_S) - h(V_j | U_{S^c}, U_S).$$

Now, let $j = 1$ and consider the expression $h(V_1 | U_S) = h(V_1 | U_{S^c}, U_S)$. Recall that we have assumed that $V_1 = \{V_{11}, \ldots, V_{1n}\}$. Also, we have that $U_i = \{U_{i1}, \ldots, U_{im}\}$. So, $U_S$ includes $\{U_{11}, \ldots, U_{n1}\}$.

For the first differential entropy term we have the following sequence of inequalities:

$$h(V_1 | U_S) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} h(V_{i1} | V_{i-1}, \ldots, V_{11}, U_S)$$

$$\leq \sum_{i=1}^{m} h(V_{i1} | U_{i1})$$

$$+ \sum_{i=m+1}^{n} h(V_{i1} | V_{i-1}, \ldots, V_{11}, U_S)$$

$$\leq \sum_{i=1}^{m} h(V_{i1} | U_{i1}) + \sum_{i=m+1}^{n} h(V_{i1})$$

where

a) follows by the chain rule;

b) follows because the channels are independent; so, given $U_{i1}$, $V_{i1}$ is independent of all of the other random variables;

c) holds because conditioning reduces entropy.

Next, observe that

$$h(V_1 | U_{S^c}, U_S) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} h(V_{i1} | V_{i-1}, \ldots, V_{11}, U_{S^c}, U_S)$$

where

d) follows by the chain rule;

e) follows because the channels are independent; so, given $U_{i1}$, $V_{i1}$ is independent of all of the other random variables.

Finally, combining these inequalities:

$$h(V_1 | U_S) - h(V_1 | U_{S^c}, U_S) \leq \sum_{i=m+1}^{n} h(V_{i1}) - h(V_{i1} | U_{i1})$$

$$= \sum_{i=m+1}^{n} I(V_{i1}; U_{i1}).$$

Hence, we have the desired expression

$$I(V_S; U_S | U_S) \leq \sum_{i \in S^c, j \notin S} I(V_{ij}; U_{ij}).$$

Finally, to complete the proof, we note that

$$I(V_{ij}; U_{ij}) \leq C_{ij}.$$

This is because, by definition

$$C_{ij} = \max I(V_{ij}; U_{ij}),$$

where the maximum is taken over all distributions of the channel input, $U_{ij}$.

\[ \square \]

**APPENDIX B**

**PROOF OF THEOREM VI.4**

1) Determining $m$: Before we state the lemma of this section, we describe the modified computation algorithm, $A^O_M$, which consists of steps 1 to 4 above excluding 2, and we introduce the necessary variables.

First, node $i$, independently from all other nodes, generates $r$ samples drawn independently from an exponential distribution, with parameter $\theta_i$. If a sample is larger than $m$, the node discards the sample and regenerates it. This is equivalent to drawing the samples from an exponential distribution truncated at $m$.

Let $(W_i)^T$ be the random variable representing the $p^h$ sample at node $i$, where the subscript “$T$” emphasizes that the distribution is truncated. Then, the probability density function of $(W_i)^T$ is that of an exponentially distributed random variable, $W_i^T$, with probability density function $f_{W_i^T}(w) = \theta_i e^{-\theta_i w}$.
for $w \geq 0$, conditioned on the the event $A_l = \{ W_l^i \leq m \}$. For $w \in [0, m]$

$$f_{(W_l^i)T}(w) = \frac{\theta_ie^{-\theta_iw}}{1 - e^{\theta_i m}}$$

and $f_{(W_l^i)T}(w) = 0$ elsewhere.

Second, the nodes use a spreading algorithm, $D$, so that each determines the minimum over all $n$ for each set of samples, $I = 1, \ldots, r$. Recall that we consider the random variables at this stage as if there was no quantization. In this case, the nodes compute an estimate of $\hat{W}_l = \min_{i = 1, \ldots, n}(W_l^i)_T$; we denote the estimate of $\hat{W}_l$ at node $i$ by $\hat{W}_l^i$. Furthermore, we denote the estimates at node $i$ of the minimum of each of the $r$ set of samples by $\hat{W}_l^i = (\hat{W}_l^1, \ldots, \hat{W}_l^n_i)$, and the actual minima of the $r$ set of samples by $\bar{W}_l = (\bar{W}_l^1, \ldots, \bar{W}_l^n_r)$.

It is shown in [23] that by the aforementioned spreading algorithm, with probability at least $1 - \delta/2$, the estimates of the $r$ minima, $\bar{W}_l^i$, will be equal to the actual minima, $\bar{W}_l$ for all nodes, $i = 1, \ldots, n$, in $rT_D^{\text{opt}}(\delta/2)$ time slots.

Last, each of the nodes computes its estimate, $\hat{Y}_i$, of $y$ by summing the $r$ minimum values it has computed, inverting the sum, and multiplying by $r$:

$$\hat{Y}_i = \frac{r}{\sum_{l=1}^r \hat{W}_l^i}.$$

The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem VI.4.

**Lemma B.1:** Let $\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_n$ be real numbers such that for all $i$, $\theta_i \geq 1$, $y = \sum_{l=1}^n \theta_l$ and $\bar{W} = (\bar{W}_1, \ldots, \bar{W}_r)$. Furthermore, let $\hat{W}_l^i = (\hat{W}_l^i, \ldots, \hat{W}_l^i)$ and let $\hat{Y}_i$ denote node $i$’s estimate of $y$ using the modified algorithm of this section, $A_i^\Omega$.

For any $\mu \in (0, 1/2)$, and for $I = ((1 - \mu)^{1/2}, (1 + \mu)^{1/2})$, if $m \geq \ln n - \ln(1 - e^{\mu^2/6})$

$$P\left( \bigcup_{i=1}^n \{ \hat{Y}_i^1 \notin I \} | \forall i \in V; \hat{W}_l^i = \bar{W} \right) \leq e^{-r\mu^2/6},$$

where $\hat{Y}_i^{-1} = \frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \hat{W}_l^i$.

**Proof:** First, note that when $\{ \forall i \in V; \hat{W}_l^i = \bar{W} \}$, we have that for all $i$, $\hat{Y}_i^{-1} = \frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \hat{W}_l^i$. So, it is sufficient to show that

$$P\left( \frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \hat{W}_l^i \notin I \right) \leq e^{-r\mu^2/6}.$$
have estimates $\hat{Y}_i^Q$ that are within a factor of $1 \pm \varepsilon$ of $y$. That is

$$\mathbb{P}\left(\bigcup_{i=1}^n \{Y_i^Q \notin [(1-\varepsilon)y, (1+\varepsilon)y]\} \leq \delta\right)$$

First, suppose that we may communicate real-valued messages between the nodes. We analyze the effect of quantization on the convergence of the node estimates to the desired $1 \pm \varepsilon$ factor of $y$. For this, we compare the quantized algorithm, $A_i^Q$, with the modified algorithm $A_i^M$.

Note that for the above quantization scheme, for all $i, l$ and any realization of $(\hat{W}_l^i)_T$, denoted by $u_l^i$

$$(u_l^i)_Q \in [u_l^i - \gamma, u_l^i + \gamma]$$

hence

$$\min_{\varepsilon = 1, \ldots, n} (u_l^i)_Q \in \left[\min_{\varepsilon = 1, \ldots, n} u_l^i - \gamma, \min_{\varepsilon = 1, \ldots, n} u_l^i + \gamma\right]$$

and

$$\frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \min_{\varepsilon = 1, \ldots, n} (u_l^i)_Q \in \left[\frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \min_{\varepsilon = 1, \ldots, n} u_l^i - \gamma, \frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \min_{\varepsilon = 1, \ldots, n} u_l^i + \gamma\right]. \quad \text{(A.12)}$$

Note that $\frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \min_{\varepsilon = 1, \ldots, n} (u_l^i)_Q$ is a realization of $(\hat{Y}_i^Q)^{-1}$.

Now, suppose that the information spreading algorithm, $\mathcal{D}$, is used so that in $O(rT_D^{\text{sp}}(\delta/2))$ time

$$\mathbb{P}\left(\bigcup_{i=1}^n \{\hat{W}_i^i \neq \hat{W}\} \right) \leq \frac{\delta}{2}. \quad \text{(A.13)}$$

Consider the case where $\{\bigcap_{i=1}^n \{\hat{W}_i^i = \hat{W}\}\}$, we have from Lemma B.1 that, for any $\mu \in (0, 1/2)$, if $m = \ln m - \ln (1 - e^{-\varepsilon^2})$

$$\mathbb{P}\left(\frac{1}{r} \sum_{l=1}^r \hat{W}_l^i \notin \left((1-\mu)\frac{1}{y}, (1+\mu)\frac{1}{y}\right) \right) \leq e^{-r\varepsilon^2}.$$

Combining with (A.12), we have that

$$\mathbb{P}\left(\bigcup_{i=1}^n \{\hat{Y}_i^Q \neq (1-\mu)\frac{1}{y} - \gamma, (1+\mu)\frac{1}{y} + \gamma\} \right) \leq e^{-r\varepsilon^2}. $$

But the event

$$\{\hat{Y}_i^Q \neq (1-\mu)\frac{1}{y} - \gamma, (1+\mu)\frac{1}{y} + \gamma\}$$

is equivalent to

$$\{\hat{Y}_i^Q \notin ((1 + (\mu + y\gamma))^{-1}y, (1 + (\mu + y\gamma))^{-1}y]\}. $$

And, letting $\varepsilon = \mu + y\gamma$,

$$\left((1 + \varepsilon)^{-1}, (1 - \varepsilon)^{-1}\right) \subset (1 - 2\varepsilon, 1 + 2\varepsilon).$$

So

$$\mathbb{P}\left(\bigcup_{i=1}^n \{Y_i^Q \notin [(1-\varepsilon)y, (1+\varepsilon)y]\} \bigcap_{i=1}^n \{\hat{W}_i^i = \hat{W}\} \right) \leq e^{-r\varepsilon^2}.$$

Letting $r \geq 6\mu^{-2} \ln 2\delta^{-1}$, we have that

$$e^{-r\varepsilon^2} \leq \frac{\delta}{2}.$$

Combining this with (A.13) in the Total Probability Theorem, we have the desired result

$$\mathbb{P}\left(\bigcup_{i=1}^n \{Y_i^Q \notin [(1-\varepsilon)y, (1+\varepsilon)y]\} \right) \leq \delta$$

Finally, recall that when the nodes communicate their real-valued messages, with high probability all nodes have estimates of the minima that they need in the computation of the estimate of $y$ in $O(rT_D^{\text{sp}}(\delta/2))$ time. So, the computation time is of that order.

Now, for the quantization algorithm described in this section the nodes need to communicate $\log M$ bit messages before the appropriate minima are computed. Because we assume that this is the case, that the nodes exchange $\log M$ bits at a time, $T_D^{\text{sp}}(\delta)$ time slots are needed until the quantized messages are disseminated and the minima computed. Consequently, the computation time of the quantized algorithm will be $O(rT_D^{\text{sp}}(\delta/2))$.

But, $M = m\gamma$, and by design, for a given $\mu$ we choose $m = \ln m - \ln (1 - e^{-\varepsilon^2})$; so $m = O(\log(n))$. Furthermore, we choose $\gamma$, such that $\gamma > \Theta(\frac{1}{n})$. Then, $\log M \leq \log \log n + \log n$

so, $\log M = O(\log n)$ bits are needed.

As we have previously seen, for $\mu \in (0, 1/2)$, $r \geq 6\mu^{-2} \ln 2\delta^{-1}$. But, $\mu = \varepsilon - y\gamma$ and $\gamma = \Theta(1/n)$, so $y\gamma = O(1)$. We therefore have, for $\varepsilon \in (y\gamma, y\gamma + 1/2)$

$$T_D^{\text{sp}}(\varepsilon, \delta) = O \left( e^{-2(1 + \log \delta^{-1})T_D^{\text{sp}}(\delta/2)} \right). $$
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